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SECTION I- INTRODUCTION 

The reappointment, tenure, and promotion (RTP) process is a critically important faculty respon
sibility. RTP is the mechanism by which we assure the success of our faculty and thereby assure 
educational quality for our students. While the president makes final decisions on reappointment, 
tenure, and promotion, it is the department faculty who arn in the best position to provide clear 
expectations, to create an environment conducive to achieving expectations, and to render the 
most informed recommendations to the president. The department RTP criteria document com
municates department expectations and RTP procedures to the department faculty, faculty candi
dates, the dean, the College RTP Committee, the University RTP Committee, and academic ad
ministrators. University policies, including the Unit 3 Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) 
and Appendices 10 and 16 of the University Manual, define university procedures and expecta
tions. Depatiment documents must supplement and may not conflict with these policies. In the 
event of discrepancies, the CBA takes first precedence and university policies take second prece
dence over departmental policies. (The texts of Appendices 10 and 16 may be downloaded from 
the Cal Poly web site at http://www.cpp.edu/-faculty-affairs/evaluation/index.shtml.) 

The CBA requires that a tenure-track faculty member be provided a copy of the depatiment RTP 
criteria document within two weeks of the stati of their first academic term at Cal Poly Pomona. 
The department criteria ai·e also maintained on the IBM Department web page so that they may 
be available to candidates for faculty positions. The primai·y purpose of the department RTP cri
teria document is to articulate clearly what the depatiment expects of its faculty members and in 
particular what they must achieve in order to be granted reappointment, tenure, and promotion. 
These expectations, it is hoped, are stated with sufficient clarity and specificity that the candi
dates are able to plan their activities around them. Department criteria are consistent with depart
ment and college mission, vision, goals, and accreditation standards. In other words, they atiicu
late a model of the department faculty colleague to which the candidate should aspire. 

RTP is not simply a matter of evaluation. Faculty colleagues, deans, and academic administrators 
commit themselves to mentoring and supporting candidates, providing them the maximum op
portunity to be successful. It is important for those making recommendations to be honest, direct, 
and clear, just as it is important for candidates to be knowledgeable of depatiment expectations 
and committed to meeting them. 

1.1. Definitions: Some of the more important definitions from Appendix 16 of the University 
Manual are provided here. 

a) Candidate refers to a faculty member who is under consideration for reappointment, 
tenure, or promotion action in the current cycle. 

b) RTP Committee members must be full-time tenured faculty members. Department 
RTP Committee (DRTPC) members are elected by the tenured and probationary fac
ulty. A faculty member on professional leave (sabbatical or difference-in-pay) may 
serve if elected and willing. A tenured faculty member who will be a candidate for 
promotion may be elected, but may only patiicipate on reappointment cases - that is, 
may not participate in promotion or tenure recommendations. 
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THE MISSION OF THE INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND MARKETING DEPARTMENT IS TO 

PREPARE STUDENTS FOR SPECIALIZED CAREERS IN EITHER INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS OR 

MARKETING MANAGEMENT BY USING A DISTINCTLY POLYTECHNIC "LEARNING BY DOING" 

APPROACH AND OFFERING FOCUSED SUBSPECIALIZATIONS IN EACH OPTION ENABLING 

STUDENTS TO STAND OUT. THIS PREPARATION ALSO GIVES BOTH UNDERGRADUATE AND 

GRADUATE STUDENTS PRACTICAL LEARNING EXPERIENCES IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND 

MARKETING MANAGEMENT. IN ADDITION, THE MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT IS TO GIVE NON

MAJORS A SOLID FOUNDATION IN THE APPLICATION OF BUSINESS PRINCIPLES TO THE 

MARIIBTING OF GOODS AND SERVICES IN INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC MARKETS. To 

ACHIEVE PEDAGOGICAL EXCELLENCE IN AN INCREASINGLY DIVERSE AND MULTINATIONAL 

STUDENT BODY, THE DEPARTMENT'S FACULTY UNDERTAIIBS PROGRAMS OF BASIC RESEARCH, 

APPLIED SCHOLARSHIP, AND INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT. To FURTHER THE APPLICATION 

OF THEORY, THE DEPARTMENT ALSO FORGES AND MAINTAINS STRONG RELATIONSHIPS WITH 

THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY, BOTH LOCAL AND GLOBAL. 

The reappointment, tenure, and promotion of faculty is a serious and difficult task. The intent, 
therefore, of the IBM Department RTP document is to make the procedures and criteria by which 
candidates are evaluated as fair, rational, objective, and predictable as possible. 

SECTION II - PROCEDURES 

11.1. Appendix 16 describes RTP procedures in complete detail. The specific process, as adopted 
by the IBM Department, is provided here. 

11.2. Department RTP Procedures. The Department RTP Committee will consist of a number 
voted on by all the tenured and tenure-track faculty of the IBM Department who are not otherwise 
ineligible to serve. 

During the second term of the previous academic year, the faculty will vote on the number of 
committee members to serve in the DRTPC. The faculty will then vote on who the members will 
be. Later, committee members will vote to elect a chair. Participation in DRTPC matters is the 
most important professional responsibility of tenured faculty; as such, attendance at committee 
meetings is expected of all those eligible. 

The chair of the IBM Department may opt to become a member of the committee and if elected 
will not need to submit a separate evaluation. The chair of the IBM Dept. may choose not to par
ticipate in the RTP Committee's deliberations. If tenured and holding the rank of Professor, the 
chair of the depaitment, upon completion ofDRTPC actions, submits an independent evaluation 
of every RTP candidate under consideration. If tenured and not holding the rank of Professor, the 
chair of the department submits an evaluation of only those candidates for which he or she is 
qualified, in accordance with the current Collective Bargaining Agreement. If not tenured, the 
chair does not submit an independent evaluation. 

During fall term, the chair of the IBM Depaitment RTP Committee is charged with the following 
responsibilities: ensuring that candidates have the information they need, including a copy of the 
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department RTP criteria, information about what actions they must or may apply for, and infor
mation they will need in order to prepare requests; assisting candidates in understanding expecta
tions and in preparing RTP packages; informing candidates of due dates; informing the Depart
ment of Faculty Affairs of requests; ensuring that RTP packages are complete; and providing the 
department recommendation to the candidates. Throughout the year, the chair of the DRTPC en
sures that peer evaluations are conducted for all faculty members who will be candidate for RTP 
action in the future and that peer evaluation reports are provided to candidates in a timely manner, 
namely, within two weeks of a classroom visit. 

Each candidate for RTP action submits a package, with appropriate documentation, that summa
rizes his or her performance in three evaluative categories: (1) Teaching Effectiveness, (2) Profes
sional Achievement, and (3) Service to the Department, College, University, and Community. In 
this package, the candidate submits his or her most significant accomplishments-ones that the 
candidate believes to have most contributed to the mission of the department, the college and the 
university. The candidate is fmiher encouraged to organize and aiiiculate significant accomplish
ments in order of descending priority and may offer as many entries as desired. 

The DRTP Committee evaluates the candidate's performance based on the criteria described in 
section III below. 

Evaluation proceeds in the following stages: 

a) First, at least two tenured faculty members of the IBM department are expected to 
visit, in separate academic terms, at least one class, once a yeai·, taught by the candi
date. Each faculty member, observing the candidate as innocuously as possible, re
mains in the classroom as long as necessary to form an evaluation of the candidate's 
teaching ability. Each peer evaluator then submits to the chair of the department a 
completed, signed and dated Teaching Effectiveness Evaluation F01m (see Exhibit I). 
The chair will have the responsibility of forwarding copies of these evaluations to the 
candidate's Personnel Action File and to the candidate. 

It is expected that every committee member will have evaluated the candidate's teach
ing at least once before a tenure request is considered. 

b) Next, each member of the DRTP Committee independently and privately reviews the 
candidate's RTP package, including the candidate's Personnel Action File. 
The chair of the DRTPC assigns one member of the committee to prepare a discussion 
of the candidate's package. This person is called the "discussant." 

c) At the next DRTPC meeting, the discussant presents the essential features of the can
didate's package and leads a discussion of the pros and cons of the candidate's perfor
mance and of the action requested. During the time of this meeting, the candidate is 
expected to be on standby for a five- to ten-minute interview with the DRTPC. 

d) At the conclusion of the discussion, each member of the committee votes "yes" or 
"no" on the candidate's requested action. 
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Any member of the committee who cannot attend the meeting in which the voting on a 
candidate's request takes place may neve1theless-following a briefing by the candi
date's discussant-submit in person to the chair of the committee a signed and dated 
ballot. 

e) Further discussion is held to determine the content of the nanative that explains and 
justifies the vote for the candidate. The committee member who led the discussion of 
the candidate's package can now bring forth a prepared narrative (or narratives) justi
fying the vote. Shortcomings are pointed out and suggestions for improvement are in
cluded. The narrative should cite specific sections of the department's RTP criteria 
and present a summary of the evidence on which the recommendation is based. 

The narrative justifying the vote should include a rating for each of the areas under 
evaluation, i.e., the candidate's teaching effectiveness, accomplishment in profes
sional development, and service to the department, college, university, the profession 
and the community. Then, the committee will decide on an overall rating for the can
didate based on the rating scale in this document. 

Once the nairntive is accepted, the committee members, before the meeting ends, sign 
and date the appropriate RTP forms. If the narrative is not approved at this meeting, 
further meetings are held until such approval is reached. The results are then presented 
to the candidate. 

Minority opinions, signed and in writing, may be expressed by committee members in 
accordance with university RTP procedure. 

Candidate rankings are not normally recommended by the Depatiment RTP Commit
tee. If required by the dean or higher-level committees, however, ranking decisions 
would be based on the votes attained by each respective candidate. In the case of a tie, 
a separate run-off vote, by secret ballot, would be obtained. 

f) In response to the committee's evaluation, the candidate may request reconsideration. 
In that event, the committee returns to step "b" above to reconsider the candidate's 
qualifications and to respond to the candidate's discussion of the DRTPC evaluation. 

11.3. Student Evaluation of Teaching. In all classes, all probationary faculty in the International 
Business and Marketing Department participate in student evaluations using the current Instrnc
tional Assessment form of College of Business Administration. Copies of all summary sheets 
from these evaluations are to be included in the candidate's package. Evaluations are to be con
ducted during the two weeks preceding the final exams week of the academic term (or as stipu
lated by the latest version of Appendix 10-Students Evaluation of Teaching) and administered by 
someone other than the probationary faculty member, preferably another faculty member in the 
IBM department; the probationary faculty member should not be present during the administra
tion of this form. Completed evaluations are then promptly returned in a closed envelope to the 
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chair of the IBM department by the person who administered the instrument. Solicitation of com
ments and other evaluative material from students, faculty, staff, and administrators, concerning 
the qualifications of probationary faculty, is to be posted on the department bulletin board during 
the time ofRTP action. Comments must be signed, dated, and addressed to the chair of the IBM 
depmiment, who will then forward the material to the committee. 

11.4. Peer Evaluation of Teaching. At least two tenured faculty members of the IBM depatiment 
are expected to visit to evaluate, in separate academic terms, at least one class, once a yem-, taught 
by the candidate,, as specified in section II.2.a above. Peer evaluation may include a thorough re
view of the candidate's syllabi, examinations, assignments, aitd other materials. 

11.5. Candidates and Future Candidates serving in administrative positions or performing ad
ministrative duties, serving in positions of academic governance, or on leave. 

Caitdidates who are away from campus during the academic year in which they must or may ap
ply for action shall observe the same procedures and timelines as caitdidates in residence. Caitdi
dates may provide their RTP requests by fax, and must provide fax numbers or addresses to be 
used for sending recommendations to candidates. It will be the candidate's responsibility to meet 
all deadlines. 

Individuals who accept positions outside of the IBM department while they are still eligible for 
RTP action must ensure that they understaitd department expectations during the time they are 
away. In light of special circumstances that are not covered by the department RTP document, 
the candidate aitd DRTPC may commit to writing ait interpretation of the department criteria. 
This memorandum of understanding shall be approved by the dean, the URTPC chair, and the 
Associate Vice President for Faculty Affairs. 

11.6. Faculty Development and Mentoring. Department faculty are expected to be scholarly 
academic (SA) as specified in the latest version of the College of Business Administration's 
policy of faculty qualification and engagement that is based on the Standards for Business 
Accreditation promulgated by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business 
(AACSB). SA is determined by academic preparation (completion of degree) followed by 
professional development that maintains or prepares the faculty member to bring current 
and relevant information to the students. 

All tenured faculty members are mentors and, therefore, bear responsibility for insuring the suc
cess of candidates. Any member of the tenured faculty who observes deficiencies should imme
diately discuss the shoticomings with the candidate and, more importantly, offer suggestions for 
improvement, as well as other forms of coaching assistance, prior to official submission of the 
package by the candidate 

Ill. CRITERIAFORRTP ACTION 
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111.1. Elements of Performance and Evaluation. Three evaluative categories are used to assess 
the performance of probationary faculty. The greatest emphasis is placed on teaching. 

a) Teaching Effectiveness 

i) The evidence for evaluating teaching effectiveness includes, but is not limited to: 

• Student evaluations of teaching. 

• Peer evaluations of teaching. 

• The candidate's own discussion and analysis of his or her teaching effective
ness. At minimum, this covers: 

-analysis of the computer summaries of the candidate's student evaluations. 

-representative course syllabi and other teaching materials from each different 
course taught. 

-teaching philosophy and methodology-that is, the reasons for the particular 
approach to teaching adopted by the candidate. 

-grading policies and grade distributions. 

• Other written and signed materials, if any, such as letters from students or 
alumni having direct experience with the candidate's teaching. 

ii) It is the responsibility of the candidate to explain how this evidence is to be inter
preted. 

b) Professional Achievement 

i) Professional Achievement refers to discipline-based scholarship and contribu
tions to practice that relate directly or indirectly either to the disciplines of inter
national business or marketing or to the learning and pedagogy of international 
business or marketing. 

ii) The evidence for evaluating Professional Achievement includes: 

Professional achievement consists of a variety of intellectual contributions in the 
component disciplines of international business and marketing (e.g., advertis
ing, marketing research, buyer behavior, international marketing, and profes
sional selling.) These contributions may include a variety of activities outlined 
in the College of Business policy on faculty qualification and engagement as 
follows: 
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Category A 
• Peer reviewed journal article in in the fields of international business 

or marketing, the related component disciplines of international busi
ness or marketing, or business in general. Peer review is defined as "a 
process of independent review prior to publication of a faculty mem
ber's work by an editorial board/committee widely acknowledged as 
possessing expertise in the field." The peer review should be inde
pendent; provide for critical but constructive feedback; demonstrate a 
mastery and expertise of the subject matter; and be undertaken 
through a transparent process notwithstanding that the individuals in
volved may be anonymous. Such a review ensures that the work is 
subjected to the expected "scrutiny by academic peers or practitioners 
prior to publication." (AACSB, Eligibility Procedures and Accredita
tion Standards for Business Accreditation, 1/31/08, p. 25), which 
must: 

CategoryB 

o Contribute to understanding or advance knowledge in a partic
ular field through original research and/or significant work 
consisting of the synthesis of existing knowledge; 

o Have required significant time and effort to produce; 
o Be published in a journal where there is a possibility of sub

mitted work being rejected (the publisher does not accept all 
papers) 

o Be published in a journal that is listed in Cabell's Directories 
of Publishing Oppo1iunities, Ulrich's Periodicals Directory (if 
designated as peer reviewed, as defined above) or has been 
approved as being equivalent to journals listed in the directo
ries by the College's Research Committee. 

• Scholarly book that is published by a university press or academic 
publisher. 

• Trade book on a topic relevant to the faculty member's discipline that 
is published by a university press or academic publisher. 

• Textbook that synthesizes elements of a faculty member's discipline, 
is updated regularly, and is published by a higher education commer
cial publisher. 

• Awarded competitive grant or fellowship from a US National funding 
agency (e.g., Fulbright, NSF, NIH, NASA, and NIST), foundation, or 
non-US equivalent. 

Category C 
• Service as an editor or associate editor for a professional or academic 

journal or book, or as a member of an editorial board of an academic 
or professional journal. 

• Service as an active reviewer for a professional or academic journal 
or conference. 
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• Service as a program chair or track chair involved in planning activi
ties for a conference in the faculty member's discipline. 

• Chapter in a scholarly book or a monograph that involves scholarly 
research and that is published by a university press or academic pub
lisher. 

• An article, paper, or case published in the proceedings of a confer
ence in the faculty member's discipline. 

• A case (accompanied by an instructor's manual) that is editorially re
viewed but not peer reviewed (e.g., accepted for publication by the 
author of a textbook). 

• Technical report related to research projects in the fuculty member's 
discipline that is published and distributed. 

• Article on business practice or other area relevant to the faculty mem
ber's discipline in newspapers with national or regional distribution or 
magazines/journals with a broad readership (or the online equivalent); 
includes an article that does not fall into Category A. 

• Alticle in the faculty member's areas of expertise published in a jour
nal that is not peer reviewed. 

• Invited or peers reviewed address, presentation, lecture, or collo
quium in a faculty member's area of expertise that includes written 
materials. 

• Publicly available consulting report or testimony to a branch or 
agency of the government in a faculty member's area of expe1tise. 

• Published review of a book in the faculty member's area of expertise. 
• Publicly available material describing the design and implementation 

of new cun'icula in the faculty member's area of expertise. 
• Publicly available practice oriented web site or web log in a faculty 

member's area of expe1tise that is updated regularly and linked at 
other significant sites. 

• Instructional software or simulation in the faculty member's discipline 
that is widely used. 

• Obtaining a new or completing the maintenance of appropriate aca
demic/professional ce1tifications (e.g., CPA, CMA, California Bar li
cense, etc.) 

• Awarded competitive research grant from a foundation, for-profit or 
non-profit organization including those internal to the CSU and Cal 
Poly Pomona (e.g., RSCA.) 

Academic qualification (now called Scholarly Academic, or SA), ac
cording to the CBA Policy on Faculty Qualification and Develop
ment, can he achieved by producing at least two items from category 
A (plus, one from B or two from C). 
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iii) The DRTP Committee assesses performance in this evaluative category by con
sidering the relevance of the activity either to the fields taught in the Interna
tional Business and Marketing Department or to the individual's teaching effec
tiveness. The candidate must provide evidence of this relevancy. 

c) Service to the Department, College, University, and Community 

i) Service refers to activities that maintain and enhance the daily operation of the 
department oflnternational Business and Marketing, the College of Business 
Administration, the university, and the community. 

ii) The evidence for evaluating service to the department includes, but is not limited 
to: 

• Service as advisor and counselor to International Business and Marketing ma
jors, either as career track advisor or as an ad hoc advisor. All faculty are ex
pected to advise and counsel students, including non-majors. 

• Service as department chair. 
• Service as assistant department chair, if applicable 
• Service as faculty advisor to a department-related student organization. 
• Service as coordinator of the International Business major. 
• Service as coordinator of disqualified and subject-to-disqualification students. 
• Service as internship coordinator. 
• Service as chair of an International Business and Marketing Department com

mittee or subcommittee, or as a member of an International Business and 
Marketing Depaitment committee or subcommittee. 

iii) Service to the college includes, but is not limited to, service as chair or member 
of a task force, committee, subcommittee, or ad hoc committee formed by the 
dean's office. Regular committees include, but are not limited to 

• Graduate Studies Committee 
• Assurance of Learning and Curriculum Initiative (ALCI) 
• Graduate and Undergraduate Assessment Committees 
• Faculty Scholarship Incentive Committees (FSIP) 
• Scholarship Committee (for students) 
• Ad hoc Committees 
• Serving as advisors to the student clubs 

iv) Service to the university includes, but is not limited to, service as faculty senator 
or statewide senator, as chair or member of a faculty senate committee, or as 
chair or member of a university committee. 
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v) Service to the community includes, but is not limited to, service to business as a 
paid consultant, service as a non-paid consultant, lecturer to a community organi
zation or school group, member of a school board, or volunteer worker in a char
itable organization. 

It is the responsibility of the candidate to explain how this service relates to the mis
sion of the International Business and Marketing department, and the degree to 
which the department is affected by the service. 

The following scale is used to evaluate the candidate's performance: 

Outstanding: 

Excellent: 

Good: 

Needs improvement: 

Unacceptable: 

This is a very unusual rating. It identifies 
candidates who perform well beyond that 
rated for Excellent. 

Candidates rated at this level are exhibiting 
an above average level of performance. 

This is a minimal level of satisfactory per
formance 

Candidates rated at this level are showing 
below minimum expectations. Performance 
rated as such is believed to be c01Tectable 
within the relevant time frame by the candi
date if sufficient effort is made. 

Candidates' performance at this level is so 
poor that improvement may not take place 
in time. 

111.2. Criteria for Reappointment. Reappointment is not an evaluation of one year's worth of 
accomplishments. Reappointment to later years presupposes both the accomplishments of earlier 
years and an improvement in performance over the earlier years. Earlier year reappointment may 
be "good," as described in the evaluative scale in section III.1 above; later years, however, must 
progress through "good" to "excellent," as required for tenme. 

In accordance with the CBA, "Terminal year appointments shall be limited to probationary fac
ulty unit employees who have served a minimum of three (3) years of probation." 
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111.3. Criteria for Tenure. In the sixth year of evaluation, the candidate is recommended either 
for tenure or for a terminal year. The candidate must have served in the IBM department for a 
minimum of two years before being considered for tenure. Tenure normally is earned with sus
tained, progressively more demanding, successful performance over the six year probationary 
period. It is understood, however, that some years are better than others and that one good year 
or one bad year does not determine a recommendation for or against tenure. Overall, the candi
date's performance at the time of the tenure request is expected to be strong in all three evalua
tive categories, demonstrating both competence and initiative. The candidate must earn at mini
mum a rating of "good" in one of the three evaluating categories with "excellent" or better in the 
other two categories, as described in the evaluative scale in section III.1. 

The committee takes into consideration the candidate's entire prior performance for all years of 
tenure-track service; performance at another institution for years credited at the time of hiring 
may be cited only to demonstrate a pattern of continued accomplishment at Cal Poly. 

Tenure shall not be recommended for candidates who are unable to meet the College's standards 
for academic qualification, as defined by the most current policy on faculty qualification and en
gagement. Further, tenure shall not be recommended for candidates who have not published a 
minimum of two peer reviewed journal atiicles, as defined in section III.1 bii, during the proba
tionary period. Futiher, the journals where these atiicles are published must show a minimum rat
ing of"qualified" in Cabell's Directory of Publishing Oppotiunities, as of publication date. 

Tenure shall not be recommended for candidates who are unable to meet the College's standards 
for academic qualification, as defined by the most current policy on faculty qualification and en
gagement. 

111.4. Criteria for Promotion to Associate Professor. In accordance with the CBA, candidate 
for regular promotion must have served four years in the same rank. The period of evaluation for 
promotion to Associate Professor is the number of years since promotion or appointment to As
sistant Professor. 

The candidate for Associate Professor is expected to possess an appropriate terminal degree. Per
formance of the candidate for promotion to Associate Professor is expected to be strong in all 
three evaluative categories, demonstrating both competence and initiative. The candidate should 
earn, at minimum, a rating of"good," in one of the tluee evaluative categories, with "excellent" 
or better in the other two categories, as described in the evaluative scale in section III.1 above. 

Promotion to Associate Professor shall not be recommended for candidates who are unable to 
meet the College's standards for academic qualification, as defined by the most current policy on 
faculty qualification and engagement. The academic qualification includes a minimum of two 
peer reviewed journal articles published within the evaluation period. Further, the journals where 
these atiicles are published must show a minimum rating of "qualified" in Cabell 's Directory of 
Publishing Oppotiunities, as of publication date. 
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Promotion to Associate Professor shall not be recommended for candidates who are unable to 
meet the College's standards for academic qualification, as defined by the most current policy on 
faculty qualification and engagement. 

111.5. Criteria for Promotion to Professor. Promotion to Professor requires that the candidate 
meet the requirements for promotion to Associate Professor. 

In accordance with the Collective Bargaining Agreement, candidate for regular promotion must 
have served four years in the same rank. The period of evaluation for promotion to Professor is 
the number of years since promotion or appointment to Associate Professor. 

For faculty who are not tenured, a request for tenure must be considered and approved by the 
DRTP Committee before it considers promotion to full Professor. 

The request for promotion to Professor will be considered only if the candidate has served four 
years in the rank of Associate Professor. The candidate may apply at the beginning of the fifth 
academic year. 

Candidate's performance is expected to be strong in all three evaluative categories, demonstrating 
both competence and initiative. The candidate must earn at minimum a rating of "good" in one of 
the three evaluating categories with "excellent" or better in the other two categories, as described 
in the evaluative scale in section III. I above. 

The candidate for promotion to Professor must have published at least two peer reviewed journal 
articles during the evaluation period. Further, the journals where these articles are published must 
show a minimum rating of "qualified" in Cabell' s Directory of Publishing Opportunities as of 
publication date. 

Promotion to Professor shall not be recommended for candidates who are unable to meet the Col
lege's standards for academic qualification, as defined by the most cmTent policy on faculty qual
ification and engagement. 

111.6. Criteria for Early Tenure. Candidate for early tenure must meet all the criteria for tenure. 
The standard for early tenure is significantly higher because the candidate will need to demon
strate the requisite performance record based on a much shorter work history. Thus, the question 
of quality, in addition to quantity, in evaluating all three categories takes elevated importance. 

Early tenure is recommended only in those cases in which the candidate has acquired full-time 
college or university teaching experience of at least four academic years. 

Requests for early tenure are not recommended unless the candidate will have completed two 
years of full-time service in academic rank prior to the effective date of the promotion. 
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Requests for early tenure are not recommended unless the individual will have completed two 
years of full-time service in the Cal Poly IBM Department prior to the effective date. 

Early tenure is recommended only for candidates who have demonstrated "outstanding" perfor
mance, as described in the evaluative scale in section III. l above, in all three evaluative catego
ries. 

Early tenure shall not be recommended for candidates who are unable to meet the College's 
standards for academic qualification, as defined by the most current policy on faculty qualifica
tion and engagement. 

Specific criteria for early tenure regarding the three evaluative criteria are given below. 

Teaching excellence: 
Students' evaluation of teaching must meet or exceed the average earned by the top 10% of the 
depa1tment. That is, beating the depaitment average score is not sufficient. The peer evaluation of 
teaching shall demonstrate "excellent" or "outstanding" teaching. Overall, the candidate's perfor
mance in this category will be judged based on factors including, but not limited to grade distribu
tion, teaching innovation, integrating research into teaching, and earning teaching awards in pro
fessional conferences. 

Professional achievement: 
Early tenure will not be granted without publication of a minimum of five peer reviewed journal 
articles published in SSCI indexed journals within the probationary period, provided that at least 
two of the articles published shall demonstrate an impact factor of 1.5 or higher, associated with 
the journal they ai·e published in. 

Service: 
Service activities will be evaluated at the levels of the department, college, university, and com
munity, in this order of priority. The candidate is expected to demonstrate leadership roles in at 
least two service engagements. Since service assignment varies in terms of time and rigor of work 
to be performed, it is incumbent upon the candidate to demonstrate "outstanding" performance in 
this category. 

111.7. Criteria for Early Promotion to Associate Professor. Candidate for eai·ly promotion to 
Associate Professor must meet all the criteria for promotion to Associate Professor. 

Early promotion to Associate Professor is recommended only in those cases in which the candi
date has acquired full-time college or university teaching experience of at least four academic 
years. 

Requests for early promotion to Associate Professor are not recommended unless the candidate 
will have completed two years of full-time service in academic rank prior to the effective date of 
the promotion. 

15 
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Requests for early promotion to Associate Professor are not recommended unless the individual 
will have completed two years of full-time service in the Cal Poly IBM Department prior to the 
effective date. 

Early promotion to Associate Professor is recommended only for candidates who have demon
strated "outstanding" performance, as described in the scale in section III. I above, in all three 
evaluative categories. 

Early promotion to Associate Professor shall not be recommended for candidates who are unable 
to meet the College's standards for academic qualification, as defined by the most cunent policy 
on faculty qualification and engagement. 

Specific criteria for early tenure regarding the three evaluative criteria are given below. 

Teaching excellence: 
Students' evaluation of teaching must meet or exceed the average earned by the top 10% of the 
department. That is, beating the department average score is not sufficient. The peer evaluation of 
teaching shall demonstrate "outstanding" teaching. Overall, the candidate's performance in this 
category will be judged based on factors including, but not limited to grade distribution, teaching 
innovation, integrating research into teaching, and earning teaching awards in professional con
ferences. 

Professional achievement: 
Early tenure will not be granted without publication of a minimum of five peer reviewed journal 
articles published in SSCI indexed journals within the probationary period, provided that at least 
two of the articles published shall demonstrate an impact factor of 1.5 or higher, associated with 
the journal they are published in. 

Service: 
Service activities will be evaluated at the levels of the depaitment, college, university, and com
munity will be evaluated in this order of priority. The candidate is expected to demonstrate lead
ership roles in at least two service engagements. Since service assignment vai'ies in terms ohime 
and rigor of work to be performed, it is incumbent upon the candidate to demonstrate "outstand
ing" performance in this category. 

111.8. Criteria for Early Promotion to Professor. Candidate for eai·ly promotion to professor 
must meet all the criteria for promotion to professor. 

Early promotion to professor is recommended only in those cases in which the candidate has ac
quired full-time college or university teaching experience of at least four academic years. 

Requests for early promotion to professor are not recommended unless the candidate will have 
completed two years of full-time service in academic rank prior to the effective date of the pro
motion. 
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Requests for early promotion to professor are not recommended unless the individual will have 
completed two years of full-time service in the Cal Poly International Business and Marketing 
Department prior to the effective date. 

Early promotion to Professor is recommended only for candidates who have demonstrated "out
standing" pe1formance, as described in the evaluative scale in section III.1 above, in all three 
evaluative categories. 

Early promotion to Professor shall not be recommended for candidates who are unable to meet 
the College's standards for academic qualification, as defined by the most current policy on fac
ulty qualification and engagement. 

Specific criteria for early tenure regarding the three evaluative criteria are given below. 

Teaching excellence: 
Students' evaluation of teaching must meet or exceed the average earned by the top 10% of the 
department. That is, beating the department average score is not sufficient. The peer evaluation of 
teaching shall demonstrate "excellent" or "outstanding" teaching. Overall, the candidate's perfor
mance in this category will be judged based on factors including, but not limited to grade distribu
tion, teaching innovation, integrating research into teaching, and earning teaching awards in pro
fessional conferences. 

Professional achievement: 
Early tenure will not be granted without publication of a minimum of five peer reviewed journal 
articles published in SSCI indexed journals within the probationary period, provided that at least 
two of the articles published shall demonstrate an impact factor of 1.5 or higher, associated with 
the journal they are published in. 

Service: 
Service activities will be evaluated at the levels of the department, college, university, and com
munity will be evaluated in this order of priority. The candidate is expected to demonstrate lead
ership roles in at least two service engagements. Since service assignment varies in terms of time 
and rigor of work to be performed, it is incumbent upon the candidate to demonstrate "outstand
ing" performance in this category. 
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Teaching Effectiveness Evaluation Form 
Department of International Business and Marketing 

Candidate _________________ _ Course __________ _ 

Instructor Knowledge 

Comment. 

Instructor Preparation 

Comment. 

Organization of Material 

Comment. 

e.g., good grasp of course content, well-prepared for class 

Outstandina 
Excellent 
Good 
Needs lmnrovement 
Unaccentable 

e.g., good grasp of course content, well-prepared for class 

Outstandino 
Excellent 
Good 
Needs lmnrovement 
Unaccentable 

e.g., direction of class is evident; explanations are clear and concise; material is interrelated 

Outstandino 
Excellent 
Good 
Accentable 
Unaccentable 

Presentation of Material e.g., balance between theory & examples; good pace; minimal digression; appropriate use of instructional aids 

Comment. Outstandinn 
Excellent 
Good 
Needs lmnrovement 
Unaccentable 

Rapport with Students e.g., sincerely interested in helping students understand, motivates students to become interested in material 
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Outstandinn 
Excellent 
Good 
Needs lmnrovement 
Unacceotable 

Interaction with Students e.g., interacts with students and answers questions appropriately 

Commen\ Outstandino 
Excellent 
Good 
Needs lmorovement 
Unaccentable 

Name of Evaluator ______________________________ D,ate ______ _ 



•I 1 I, 

International Business and Marketing Department 
RTP 2016-17-2021-22 

Signature Page 
By signing below, I acknowledge that I have reviewed and approved the International Business and Marketing 
Department RTP revisions as submitted. 

Frank Bryant 

Robert Fabrize 

Tarique Hossain 

Jing Hu 

Jae Min Jung 

HongbumKim 

XinLiu 

JunMyers 

Jared Oakley 

Erkan Ozkaya 

Kristin Schiele 

Randy Stein 

James Swartz 

Debbora Whitson 

Note: Dr. Juanita Roxas is on leave from the department, serving as interim Associate Dean as of Spring, 2016. 
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TABLEC-2 

POINT VALUE OF 
DEPARTMENT, COLLEGE, AND UNIVERSITY SERVICE ACTIVITIES 

The following list of Department, College, and University service activities and associated 
point values is not intended to be all inclusive. Other activities will be assigned point values 
by the Depaitment RTP Committee consistent with listed activities requiring similar quality 
and amount of time invested. It is the candidate's responsibility to provide documentation 
for the number of points claimed for each activity. 

ACTIVITY 

Depaitment Chair 
Assistant Depa1tment Chair 
College Curriculum Committee 
Graduate Committee 
College-Wide Committee 
University-Wide Committee 
Depaitment RTP Committee 
Department RTP Document Review 
Subject Area Coordinator 
Recruitment Committee 
Faculty Senate 
Faculty Senate Committees 
Committee Chainnanship 
Department Webmaster 
Student Organization Advisor 
Student Orientation and Advising 
Student Recruiting 
Other Depaitment Committee 
Cuniculum Development 
Other Activities* 

POINTS 

5-50 
5-40 
5-40 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 
1-30 

Weighted Appropriately' 

'Prior approval by the Depaitment RTP Committee Chair is reconnnended. 
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APPENDIX3 

PROCESS FOR CALCULATING THE OVERALL PERCENT OF POSITIVE STUDENT 
RESPONSES TO THE 16 QUESTIONS ON THE INSTRUCTIONAL ASSESSMENT 

FORM FOR ALL CLASSES THAT WERE EVALUATED 

I. For each class that was evaluated, there should be a numerical summary report produced 
by the University. The report includes a frequency distribution of student responses to 
each of the 16 questions on the Instrnctional Assessment form. For each report, add up 
the frequencies for each rating category and the total frequency column labeled "SCTN 
FREQ." For each course section, six sums will be calculated. 

2. Add the sums for each rating category for all reports (i.e., all evaluated classes) to get the 
total sums for each rating category and "SCTN FREQ." 

3. Add the total sums for rating categories one and two to get the total number of positive 
responses to all questions for all classes evaluated. This is the positive response total. 

4. Add the total sums for all five rating categories to get the total number of responses to all 
questions for all classes evaluated. This is the grand total. 

5. Add the total sums for "SCTN FREQ" on all rep01is. This should be equal to the grand 
total. 

6. Divide the positive response total (from step c) by the grand total (from step d) and then 
multiply the result times 100 percent to get the overall percent of positive responses. 
This value will be used to assess the student evaluation component of Teaching 
Excellence. 

See the next page for an example of the calculations. 
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EXAMPLE CALCULATION OF OVERALL PERCENT OF POSITIVE RESPONSES 
(I.E., RESPONSES THAT ARE ONE OR TWO), USING THE RESULTS OF THE 

IN-CLASS STUDENT EVALUATIONS FOR ALL EVALUATED CLASSES. 

Frequency Distributions from Summary of Instructional Assessment Provided by 
University 

Class One Class Two 
STRONG STRONG STRONG STRONG 

QUES SCTN AGREE DISAGR QUES SCTN AGREE DISAGR 
NMBR FREQ 1 2 3 4 5 NMBR FREQ 1 2 3 4 5 

1 19 5 7 6 1 0 1 28 10 14 1 2 1 
2 19 9 4 4 2 0 2 28 15 8 1 3 1 
3 19 11 5 2 1 0 3 28 16 7 2 2 1 
4 19 9 8 0 2 0 4 28 12 10 2 2 2 
5 19 13 3 1 0 2 5 27 18 4 3 1 1 
6 19 7 6 4 1 1 6 28 11 11 2 3 1 
7 19 11 6 0 0 2 7 28 17 8 0 2 1 
8 19 10 5 2 0 2 8 28 13 8 3 1 3 
9 18 8 6 2 0 2 9 26 12 9 2 1 2 
10 16 10 0 4 0 2 10 25 10 5 4 2 4 
11 18 5 6 6 1 0 11 27 10 12 2 2 1 
12 19 14 3 0 0 2 12 28 17 6 3 1 1 
13 19 12 3 2 1 1 13 28 11 6 5 4 2 
14 19 12 4 1 0 2 14 28 12 9 3 2 2 
15 19 12 5 0 0 2 15 27 12 11 2 1 1 
16 19 9 4 5 1 0 16 28 10 9 4 2 2 

s ummary s tat1sbcs C I I db C d'd a cu ate •v an 1 ate 
Class One Resoonse Summarv Class Two Resoonse Summarv 

SCTN SCTN 
FREQ 1 2 3 4 5 FREQ 1 2 3 4 

Sums: 299 157 75 39 10 18 Sums: 440 207 137 39 31 

Sum of responses that are 1 or 2: 232 Sum of responses that are 1 or 2: 344 
Grand total of response sums: 299 Grand total of response sums: 440 

Percent of responses that are 1 or 2: 77.6% Percent of responses that are 1 or 2: 78.2% 

Pooled Res Jonse Summary for All Classes 
SCTN 
FREQ 1 2 3 4 5 

Overall sums: 739 364 212 78 41 44 

Overall sum of responses that are 1 or 2: 576 
Overall grand total of resoonse sums: 739 

Overall percent of resoonses that are 1 or 2: 77.9% 

5 
26 
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Example Excel Spreadsheet Displaying Frequency Distribution of Grades, Mean 
GPA, and Median GPA. 

A B c D E 
1 Quarter: Fall 2006 
2 Course: TOM 302 
3 Section: 15 Points Grade 
4 2.3 C+ 
5 Frequency Distribution 2.7 B-
6 Grade Freauencv 0 F 
7 A 8 0 WU 
8 B 10 2.7 B-
9 c 8 2.7 B-
10 D 5 4 A 
11 For WU 4 0.7 D-
12 1.7 C-
13 Summary Statistics 3.7 A-
14 Number of students 0.7 D-
15 assianed Qrades: 35 1 D 
16 Mean GPA: 2.29 3.3 B+ 
17 Median GPA: 2.70 3.7 A-
18 3.3 B+ 
19 Table Used in Calculations 2 c 
20 Grade Freauencv Ranae Limits 2.7 B-
21 For WU 4 0.3 2.3 C+ 
22 D 5 1.3 4 A 
23 c 8 2.3 2.7 B-
24 B 10 3.3 0 WU 
25 A 8 1 D 
26 2.7 B-
27 VLOOKUP Table 0 F 
28 Letter Grade Grade Points w 
29 A 4.0 3.3 B+ 
30 A- 3.7 3 B 
31 B 3.0 2.3 C+ 
32 B- 2.7 4 A 
33 B+ 3.3 4 A 
34 c ' 2.0 I 
35 C- 1.7 2 c 
36 C+ 2.3 1.7 C-
37 D 1.0 3.7 A-
38 D- 0.7 1.7 C-
39 D+ 1.3 0.7 D-
40 F 0.0 3.7 A-
41 WU 0.0 
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Example Excel Spreadsheet Displaying Formulas Used to Determine Frequency 
Distribution of Grades, Mean GP A, and Median GP A. 

A 8 c D E 
1 Quarter: Fall 2006 
2 Course: TOM 302 
3 Section: 15 Points Grade 
4 =IF(OR(E4="", E4='W",E4="1"), "", VLOOKUP(E4,$A$29:$B$41,2)) C+ 
5 Frequency 

Distribution =IF(OR(E5="",E5='W", E5="1" , "", VLOOKUP(E5,$A$29:$8$41,2 B-
6 Grade Frequencv =IF<OR<E6="",E6='W",E6="[" , "", VLOOKUPIE6,$A$29:$8$41,2 F 
7 A =B25 -IF<ORlE7="",E7-'W",E7="1" , "", VLOOKUPIE7,$A$29:$B$41,2) WU 
8 B =824 -IF(ORIE8="",E8-'W",E8="1" , "", VLOOKUPIE8,$A$29:$B$41,2 B-
9 c =823 =IF(ORIE9="", E9='W",E9="1"), "", VLOOKUPIE9,$A$29:$B$41,2)) B-

10 D =B22 =IF ORfE10="",E1 O='W",E1 O="I" ,"",VLOOKUP1 E1 O,$A$29:$B$41,2 A 
11 ForWU -821 -IF ORIE11="",E11-'W",E11="1" ,"",VLOOKUP1 E11,$A$29:$B$41,2 D-
12 -IF ORIE 12="",E 12-'W'', E 12="1" ,"",VLOOKUPI E12,$A$29:$B$41,2 C-
13 Summary 

Statistics =IFIORIE13="",E13='W",E13="1"\,"" VLOOKUPIE13,$A$29:$B$41,2\\ A-
14 Number of 

students =I F(ORIE 14="" ,E 14='W",E 14="1"\, "" ,VLOOKUPIE 14,$A$29:$B$41,2\\ D-
15 assigned 

orades: =COUNTID4:D103\ =IF(ORIE 15="",E 15='W", E 15="1"), "" ,VLOOKUP(E15,$A$29:$B$41,2)) D 
16 Mean GPA: -AVERAGEID4:D103\ -IFIORIE 16="",E 16-'W", E 16="1"\,"" ,VLOOKUPIE16,$A$29: $8$41,2\\ B+ 
17 Median 

GPA: =MEDIANID4:D103) =IF(OR(E 17="",E 17='W", E17="1") ,"" ,VLOOKUP(E17 ,$A$29:$B$41 ,2)) A-
18 =IF ORIE18-"",E18='W",E18="1"\,"",VLOOKUP E18,$A$29:$B$41,2\\ B+ 
19 Table Used 

in 
Calculations =I FIORIE 19="",E 19='W'',E 19="1"), "",VLOOKUPIE 19,$A$29:$B$41,2)) c 

20 Range 
Grade Freauencv Limits =IFIOR E20="",E20='W",E20="1"\, "" ,VLOOKUP(E20,$A$29:$B$41,2\\ B-

21 F orWU =FREQUENCY(D4:D103,C21:C24 0.3 =IF OR E21 ="" ,E21 ='W', E21 =''1'1, "" ,VLOOKUPIE21,$A$29:$B$41,2)) C+ 
22 D =FREQUENCY(D4:D103,C21 :C24 1.3 =IF OR E22="",E22='W", E22="1"),"", VLOOKUP(E22,$A$29:$B$41,2)) A 
23 c =FREQUENCYID4:D103,C21 :C24 2.3 -IF OR E23="" E23-'W'',E23="1"\,'"',VLOOKUP E23,$A$29:$B$41,2l\ B-
24 B =FREQUENCYID4:D103,C21 :C24 3.3 -IF OR(E24="" ,E24-'W", E24="1"\,"", VLOOKUPIE24,$A$29:$8$41,2ll WU 
25 A =FREQUENCY(D4:D103,C21 :C24l =I FIOR(E25="",E25='W",E25="1"),"",VLOOKUP(E25,$A$29:$B$41,2)) D 
26 =I F(OR(E26="",E26='W",E26="1"), "" ,VLOOKUP(E26,$A$29:$B$41,2)) B-
27 VLOOKUP 

Table =IF(OR(E27="",E27='W", E27="1"), "", VLOOKUP(E27.$A$29: $8$41,2)) F 
28 Letter 

Grade Grade Points =IF OR E28="",E28='W",E28="1" ,"",VLOOKUP E28,$A$29:$B$41,2 w 
29 A 4.0 =IF OR E29="",E29='W",E29="1" ,"",VLOOKUP E29,$A$29:$B$41,2 B+ 
30 A- 3.7 =IF OR E30-"",E30='W",E30-"1" ,"'',VLOOKUP E30,$A$29:$B$41,2 B 
31 B 3.0 =IF OR E31-"",E31 ='W",E31-"I" ,"",VLOOKUP E31,$A$29:$B$41,2 C+ 
32 B- 2.7 =IF OR(E32="",E32='W'',E32="1" ,"",VLOOKUP E32,$A$29:$B$41,2 A 
33 B+ 3.3 =IF OR(E33="",E33='W",E33="J" ,"",VLOOKUP E33,$A$29:$B$41,2 ) A 
34 c 2.0 =IF ORIE34-"",E34='W",E34-"1" ,"",VLOOKUP E34,$A$29:$B$41,2 I 
35 C- 1.7 =IF OR E35-"",E35='W",E35-"1" ,"",VLOOKUP E35,$A$29:$B$41,2 c 
36 C+ 2.3 =IF OR E36-"",E36='W",E36="1" ,'"',VLOOKUP E36,$A$29:$B$41,2 C-
37 D 1.0 =IF OR E37="",E37='W",E37="1" ,"",VLOOKUP E37,$A$29:$8$41,2 A-
38 D- 0.7 =IF OR E38="",E38='W',E38-"1" ,"" ,VLOOKUP E38,$A$29:$B$41,2 C-
39 D+ 1.3 -IF OR E39-"",E39='W",E39-"1" ,'"',VLOOKUP E39,$A$29:$B$41,2 D-
40 F 0.0 =IFIOR E40="",E40='W'', E40="1"),"" ,VLOOKUPIE40,$A$29:$B$41,2)) A-
41 WU 0.0 =IF(OR E41='"',E41 ='W",E41 ="1"),"",VLOOKUP(E41,$A$29:$B$41,2)) 
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International Business & Marketing Department 

Sylvia Alva, Provost & Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Erik Rolland, Dean, College of Business Administration 

Sep Eskandari, Interim Associate Vice President ~ 
Academic Planning and Faculty Affairs / 

Department Reappointment, Tenure, and Promotion (RTP) Criteria 

Dear Professor Roxas: 

I approve the International Business & Marketing Department RTP Criteria document for academic years 
2016-2017 through 2020-2021. 

Your document complies with most aspects of University policies and the provisions of the Unit 3 
Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA). Please note that in case of any deviations from either University 
policies or the CBA, the CBA takes first precedence and University polices take second precedence over 
the department RTP criteria. 

For future revisions of your department RTP criteria document, please ensure that references to 
University policies use the new numbering system adopted. Please note that, for consistency of the 
University Manual, many policies have recently been renumbered. The most common ones related to RTP 
matters are: 

• Policy 1328 (formerly Appendix 16): Reappointment, Tenure, and Promotion Policy and Procedures 

• Policy 1329 (formerly Appendix 10): Student Evaluation of Teaching 

For additional information, please see: 
http://www.cpp.edu/~academic-programs/univ-manual/overview/academic-manual.shtml 

Thank you for your commitment to faculty mentoring and evaluation. RTP matters are among the most 
important activities undertaken at academic institutions. At any time, please do not hesitate to contact 
me if there is any information or help I can provide to facilitate your success. 

Sincerely and best wishes, 
Sep Eskandari, Ph:D. 
Interim Associate Vice President for Academic Planning and Faculty Affairs 

3801 West Temple Avenue. Pomona, CA 91768 Telephone (909) 869-3418 Fax (909) 869-5255 
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